Inguinal hernia is a common surgical entity that consumes a large part of health resources worldwide. The discussion about the ideal surgical treatment is continued. Some authors strongly support endoscopic/laparoscopic repair (ELR) techniques. On the hand, open mesh techniques are considered to be easier to learn and performed with high success rates. Today, ELR’s are generally named as ‘minimally invasive’. However, general anesthesia is the rule for these procedures, while open mesh repairs can be done using local anesthesia (LA) in 90% of the cases. Total length of skin incisions for laparoscopic ports is also quite similar to that of an open procedure which is feasible via a 4-cm incision. The classical Veteran Administration Multicenter Study comparing open and ELR’s was published in 2004. The open technique was found to be superior to the laparoscopic technique for mesh repair of primary hernias. However, a Cochrane review and newer studies say that ELR’s have an equal efficacy with open mesh repairs. ELR’s have also been recommended for bilateral and recurrent inguinal hernias in the European Hernia Society (EHS) Guidelines in 2009, and even for primary unilateral hernias in the recent update.

The most important outcome measure following an inguinal hernia repair is recurrence. It has been reported that both ELR’s and open repairs provide low recurrence rates. When it comes to postoperative pain, ELR’s have generally been announced to provide less postoperative pain and quicker recovery in comparative clinical studies, but it is not easy to say that the promotion of ELR’s by some surgeons, companies and even media including the internet does not create a bias in favor of these newer methods. Generally, surgeons tell their patients that ELR’s are less invasive and related with less pain and quicker recovery. In a very recent questionnaire study about the patient perception of laparoscopic versus open mesh repairs, it was revealed that many patients had incorrect perceptions, a large number were under the false impression that laparoscopic techniques were safer, quicker and less likely to recurrence over open repair. Besides, many patients felt that laparoscopic repair was the only method which could be undertaken as a day case procedure. In fact, LA which is very suitable for open repair provides earlier discharge in comparison with general and even regional anesthesia that is required for ELR’s. LA results, in comparative studies, in a higher degree of patient satisfaction than other anesthetic techniques. It also facilitates faster mobilization and earlier discharge/fulfillment of discharge criteria from post anesthetic care units than other anesthetic techniques. On the other hand, in a very recent prospective non-randomized study, Symeonidis and colleagues reported that transabdominal preperitoneal repair under spinal anesthesia was superior to open repair performed under different types of anesthesia in terms of immediate postoperative (24-h) pain. However, repairs with spinal anesthesia resulted in a higher rate of urinary retention which could be eliminated by LA.

Another interesting finding in Patel et al’s study is that most patients arrive at an outpatient appointment without a preferred method and possibly directed to laparoscopic repair, reflecting surgical practice of the institution. Most surgeons have their own strong views and preferences over one repair technique, and can convince their patients in favor of an approach. Pain and quicker recovery are subjective outcomes measures for scientific studies. Both are largely related to patients’ feelings. More objective outcome measures in some controlled studies revealed that ELR’s offer no advantage over open approach in respect of inflammatory and metabolic responses to surgery. However, most patients naturally think the newer technique is also the better. A newer and fancier technique naturally may provide a placebo effect for the patient regarding subjective complaints like pain and discomfort. This effect can be enhanced when his or her surgeon tells positively about a selected repair technique. If the patients with primary inguinal hernias use the search engines in the internet to get information about surgical treatment they will meet lots of pages promoting ELR’s, including industry web sites. All these factors may easily create a bias in favor of ELR’s. However, open mesh repair with LA provide very good results in our practice, and when a patient is told about the same advantages of an open mesh repair with LA he or she may experience very low pain after surgery. In addition, local infiltration anesthesia has a preemptive effect, diminishes the metabolic answer and lowers the pain in early postoperative period. It is one of the main advantages of open repairs over ELR’s. For this reason, LA is recommended for open repairs for not only frail patient who cannot tolerate general anesthesia but for every suitable case, as mentioned the update in EHS Guidelines in 2014. Bright et al reported that the frequency of attendance to chronic pain clinic after inguinal hernia repairs was significantly higher after laparoscopic repairs versus open repairs. However, 75% of the patient underwent an open repair in this retrospective study. Interestingly, chronic pain was more frequent after TEP which was least common repair (3%) in that institution versus TAPP (performed in 22%). A similar bias existed in the classical VA multicenter study. Laparoscopic repair had resulted in higher complication rates because of some centers where laparoscopic repair experience lacked. This may be the case again when the condition is reverse and worse outcomes can be reported by surgeons who are not familiar to Lichtenstein repair with LA.
Currently, many surgeons and centers are seems to be subspecialized regarding the repair techniques for inguinal hernias.1,18 Some of them perform laparoscopic repairs routinely, whereas some others use only open repairs. Besides, most surgeons who prefer Lichtenstein repair use general anesthesia for this procedure, and do not offer the patients the advantages of LA. Nevertheless, one of the most important advantages of Lichtenstein repair is LA, and it should be used to obtain best results. However, a successful application of LA with intravenous light or mild sedation is the key for promising results. Pain is a feeling to learn and remember easily, if a patient feels pain during the surgery or in the immediate postoperative period because of inadequate LA he/she may develop acute and chronic pain following repair. Actually, many surgeons, especially senior ones are rather diffluent about their capability of success in LA.19 We can compare this situation with that some older surgeons stick with conventional surgical techniques over newer ones like laparoscopic procedures. A good LA application for Lichtenstein repair requires formal courses like laparoscopy skill programs. LA education during residency is probably an important way to enhance the use of LA. Some European centers now have a residency program on LA for inguinal hernia repair.20 Residents could achieve comparable results with supervisor surgeons after a specific education, and senior surgeons may also be of benefit from similar educations. The Cochrane review by McCormack et al has shown that recovery is quicker with less persisting pain and numbness after laparoscopic repairs.21 However, the comparative studies for laparoscopic and open inguinal hernia repairs analyzed in this review are heterogeneous regarding anesthesia types. The number of studies with open mesh repair with LA is very limited. General and spinal anesthesia was used in many studies comparing laparoscopic and open mesh repairs. This means the lack of pre-emptive analgesic effect of LA for a Lichtenstein repair. There is only two specific studies in the PubMed comparing TEP under general anesthesia and Lichtenstein with local anesthesia.21,22 Dahlstrand and colleagues reported that unilateral inguinal hernia patients who underwent the laparoscopic TEP procedure suffered less pain 6weeks after inguinal hernia repair than those who underwent Lichtenstein repair with local anesthesia.21 Dhankhar et al also found that the operating time was significantly longer in the TEP group, whereas postoperative pain scores in the TEP group were lower than the scores in Lichtenstein group, but the difference was not statistically significant. As a surgeon who has specific interest in hernia repairs, generally do prefer Lichtenstein repair for unilateral inguinal hernias, follow the patients diligently at postoperative 1, 3, 6 and 12months, accept the concept of tailored approach in inguinal hernia repair,23 and is fully aware of the evidences in favor of ELR’s in the systematic analyses and the guidelines, I can say that the rate of acute and chronic pain and discomfort postoperatively are very low after a Lichtenstein repair with LA. I consider LA as not only a good option for the repair procedure but also an advantageous one for less postoperative acute and chronic pain. I think, today, we should possibly be focused on an important question: What is the ideal study model to compare laparoscopic and open hernia repairs? Which study protocol provides a real fair comparison? It may be a model in which each technique is performed by its expert surgeons in its own optimal conditions. We can propose a prospective randomized controlled clinical study models to compare laparoscopic and open repairs for a primary unilateral inguinal hernia without bias. In this protocol, the patients in the one arm of the study undergo endoscopic/laparoscopic repair under general anesthesia, whereas the patients in the other arm are subjected to open mesh repair (Lichtenstein operation) using LA. Patients will be enrolled into two arms by using a computerized system. They are informed about the fact that both open and laparoscopic mesh repairs are safe and effective methods for inguinal hernias with low recurrence rates, no expression is made in favor of one specific technique. The patients who do not accept randomization and prefer the other technique will be excluded. Two surgeons who are experts in one of two procedures will perform all the repairs during the study period. Both surgeons will tell their patients the advantages of the operation he will perform. The outcome measures are postoperative pain and recovery time. An independent monitor is included in the study; he/she may be a surgeon or an anesthesiologist with a special interest in agrology. The monitor should see the patients blindly, with no information about the operative technique used. Follow up must last at least for one year.In my opinion, the most suitable and fair study that can compare ELR’s and open repairs for primary inguinal hernias in respect of postoperative pain without a possible placebo effect and bias may be the presented model here. The results of this study after one year would renew and enhance our knowledge about the open and laparoscopic repair for inguinal hernias.
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